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ABSTRACT 

Palm vein substantiation is  solitary of  the  modernized  bio statistical  technique, which employs the vein pattern 

in the human  palm  to  verify  the  person. The worth palm vein on classical biometric (e.g. fingerprint, iris, face) are a low 

risk of falsification, complexity of duplicated and stability. The vein pattern is a unique property of each individual in the 

hand. The whole substantial adjustment of veins, blood vessels and stripes within the human body is considered to be 

different for each individual. The uniqueness of veins in the hand is sparse. The mechanisms underlying the development 

of the vascular scheme and the studies on the geographical adjustment of the final vascular network could provide more 

insight into the feasibility that no vein decoration will be the same between two individuals. It describes the development 

of a real-time system for the realization of a real human subject using the palm dorsa precipitous vein pattern (PDSVP) as a 

physical bio statistical feature. In this project, a new approach is proposed for personal verification based on palm vein 

features. In this method, the palm vein images are enhanced first and then the features are extracted by using neural 

networks. The feed forward back propagation and SVM algorithms cover image efficiency and accuracy. Palm vein 

biometric system is relatively new process that is being continuously refined and developed. Palm vein authentication uses 

the individual decoration of palm veins to substantiate personals for a high level of accuracy. Palm vein authentication has 

the advantage of the high adaptability and the crucial integrity information is unrevealed. Different skin a layer varies from 

person to person based on the wavelength of the incident illumination.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Biometric system is the system which is very 

useful in daily life especially in the field of authentication 

and identification. If compared to other traditional 

identification system such as the use of personal 

identification number, ID card and password .security 

level of biometric is higher, biometric has uniqueness. In 

biometric system individual characteristics are used for 

authentication and identification. Ex: face, finger print, 

DNA, eyes, palm print and the pattern of vein hand. Hand 

veins are not pricey for realized and very advantageous to 

use by users. My work is focused on the dorsal hand veins. 

The  extrinsic  features  are  easily accessible  which  leads  

to  some  privacy  and  security concerns. On the other 

hand, elemental biometry (veins, DNA) requires more 

efforts to acquire without the knowledge of an individual.  

withal,  it  is  very crucial  that  high  antique  of  the  

biometric traits  from  the  users  must  be  taken  using  

biometrics device. In this ambience, palm vein bio 

statistical scheme emerged as a promising alternative for 

personal authentication. Palm vein decoration bio 

statistical technology is a promising feature for use in 

forensic and access control applications. Palm vein 

biometric scheme is relatively new and is in the process of 

being continuously refined and developed. 

Basic of palm vein substantiation: Palm vein 

substantiation uses the vascular patterns of an individual’s 
palm as personal identification, over that near-infra-red 

light cut deoxygenate hemoglobin in the blood flowing 

through the veins absorbs near infra-red rays, enlightening 

the hemoglobin causes it to be detectable  to scanner. An 

individual palm vein image are converted by algorithms  

towards  data points which is squeeze, encrypt and stores 

by the software registered along with the other details in 

peculiar  profile as a reference for future comparison.  

Features of palm vein authentication: Palm 

Vein patterns are different to individuals. Advanced 

authentication algorithm produce high level of certainty. 

Leading-edge substantiation scheme conforms an 

individual’s testimony by realizing the pattern of blood 
veins in the palm. Contact less authentication is hygienic 

and non-invasively that promotes a high-level of user’s 
approval. Advanced substantiation algorithm produces 

high level of certainty and application verse. Very crucial 

to forge, thereby enabling a high level of security. 

Why we use palm vein authentication: Security 

systems: physical admission into secured areas with door 

locks and integrated building surveillance schemes. Log-in 

control: network or PC approach. Healthcare: ID 

confirmation for medical equipment, electronic document 

management. Banking and financial maintenance: Right to 

use ATM, kiosk, vault. 

In this existing system we are using the CLAHE 

operation. CLAHE means that contrast limited adaptive 

histogram equalization through image contrast we can do 

image enhancement by using contrast we can clearly 

identify the nerves in the hand. Clarity of the vascular 

pattern is not good so we are going for the clahe 

binarization.  
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Figure-1. Input image. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Abbas (2014) Proposed palm vein recognition 

and verification system it presents two steps the first one is 

image enhancement of veins grid which is a major 

challenge due to poor property of veins images and the 

second challenging task is localization of palm vein feature extraction[ ]. The image enhancement and 

localization can be applied to various parts of the human 

body wherever the veins are accessible (comparable 

Finger, wrist, and etc). The current image enrichment 

methods can be recovered to handover superior 

enrichment decision with lower complexity and time. 

Zhang (2014) et al presented an networked 

personal verification system by fusing palm print 

andpalm vein information [ ]. Considering that the palm 

vein image quality can vary much image quality. To 

increase the anti-spoof effectiveness of the scheme, the 

liveness detection method used in image property. The 

designed and developed palm print verification system by 

fusing palm vein information algorithm based on the 

analysis of brightness and texture of image. 

Wang et al (2012) introduced a novel technique 

for hand vein recognition based on fuse multiple sets of 

key points are  extricated from the scale-invariant feature 

transform SIFT .[ ]While the use of SIFT enables 

classification to be less affected by imaging quality and 

variability, the fusion reduced the existing information 

redundancies and improved the discrimination power. The 

proposed method was tested on a database contains 2040 

images; with 10 images for each hand, 102 person (52 

females and 50 males). The test results showed a good 

classification performance with a result of 97.95% 

recognition rate. 

Chun Lee (2012) proposed a personal 

identification and authentication approaches using palm 

vein patterns. It considers the palm vein as a portion of 

texture and applies texture-based factor eradication 

techniques for authenticating the palm vein. The 2-

DGabor filter was adopted as a base for eradicate the local 

features from palm vein images. They refer to utilization 

of an innovative directional coding technique to cipher the 

palm vein appearance. The bit string representation vein 

code. The similarity of any two Vein Codes was measured 

using the distance which is based on normalized hamming. 

The attained recognition rate was %99.18and EER was 

0.44. The total execution time was less than 0.6 

second/sample, which is fast enough for real-time 

verification. 

Sivanandam (2013) presented a novel approaches 

for the personal testimony using palm vein images. The 

attempt is to improve the performance of palm vein 

verification system with the help of wavelet transforms 

based on energy feature. Energy features can reflect the 

wavelet energy dealing of all veins at distinctive 

resolutions. Since, wavelet is energetic to translation, 

rotation and distortion. The Euclidean distance is used to 

measure the affinity between energy features. The equal 

error rate was 0.73%, the overall recognition result was 

96.66 and the essential time was 0.121 second. 

There are various methods used for palm vein 

authentication to identify a person.  In these existing we 

are using the sparse technique
 
[11].  In that we are reading 

the dictionary image. It can be divided into blocks those 

blocks are arranged in a row manner. It will compare with 

the rows in the dictionary image. This output is a row that 

can be comparing with the row of the dictionary image.   

 

3. OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED WORK 

The palm vein images are enhanced and then the 

features are extracted by using algorithm. By using sparse 

technique accuracy is less , we will increase the dictionary 

image accuracy will be less but increasing the dictionary 

image means that running time and coding time will be 

more. So we are going for the neural networks. In that we 

are using the feed forward back propagation and svm 

techniques. By using these we can increase the accuracy 

and efficiency.  It detects patterns of palm veins to 

substantiate personals at a high level of certainty and 

efficiency, but at the same time the crucial identity 

information is unrevealed. Palm Vein patterns are unique 

to individual’s bases on research by Fujitsu; advanced 
authentication algorithm produced high level of certainty. 

Leading-edge authentication system verifies an 

individual’s identity by descry the pattern of blood veins 
in the palm. The advanced authentication algorithm 

produces high level of accurate and application verse. It is 

very difficult to forge, thereby enable a sophisticated of 

security. 
 

3.1 Neural networks  

Neural Network is an information processing 

criterion that is inspired by the way biological nervous 

systems process information.  The mainspring of this 

paradigm is the novel structure of the information 

processing system.  It is composed of an abundance of 

supremely interdependent processing elements (neurons) 

working in unison to solve specific problems.  Adaptive 

learning, Fault Tolerance, Real Time procedure and Self-

Organization are advantage of using this network.   
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Figure-2. Block diagram of neural network. 

 

3.2 Feed forward back propagation 

Feed-forward neural networks (FNN) are one of 

the noted frameworks among artificial neural networks. 

Back propagation requires an obvious; crave output for 

each input value in order to calculate the minimal loss 

function of the gradient. A feed forward back propagation 

is a net that just happened to be trained with a back 

propagation training algorithm. The back propagation 

training algorithm stand in the training output from the 

target (desired answer) to recover the error signal. It can 

active to quadrate the weights and biases an input and 

hidden layers to reduce the error. The instruction of the 

neural networks is implementing with numerous numbers 

of nodes in one hidden layer and various object accuracies. 

This neural network having one hidden layers using tan 

sigmoid transfer function as one to five numbers of 

neurons. 

 

 
 

Figure-3. Neural network layer. 

 

 

3.3 SVM (Support Vector Machine) 

Svm is a classifier devoid from numerical theory. 

In this we are using the pixel maps as input, It gives a 

accuracy comparable to neural networks with hand writing 

recognition task, speech recognition etc, It is used for 

regression. svm needs less memory space to store the 

predictive model. 

 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

4.1 Feed forward back propagation 

The result was generated by using MATLAB. 

Palm vein is taken as gray scale image is given as input 

and feed forward back propagation algorithm applied to 

identify the veins pattern in the hand. We are getting the 

training and testing images based on that it will identify 

the correct person of the hand. First we are training images 

to the system database how the input image is and after 

that model will be generated and for correction it will test 

the image.   

 

 
 

Figure-4. Training images. 

 

 
 

Figure-5. Testing images. 
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Figure-6. Neural network image. 

 

Figure-6 represents the neural networks of the 

results; in these we are using the epoch, performance and 

gradient, validation checks. Epoch means how many 

trainings it will take below the trainings we should get the 

output otherwise it will come the error. In gradient we are 

having the minimal loss function. It represents the how 

much loss in the function. Validation checks represent the 

how many hidden layers we are using for each image. 

Figure-7 represents the how the performance o the neural 

network. 

 

 
 

Figure-7. Performance analysis. 

 

4.2 SVM (Support Vector Machine)  

The above mechanism does not gave the proper 

certainty  so we are going for the svm technique, in the 

after training and testing classes we are clearly identifying 

person hand with proper accuracy. This method is very 

efficient than the feed forward back propagation.  

 

 
 

Figure-8. SVM output. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The SVM algorithm is one of the techniques that 

are used in palm vein authentication. There are many 

different algorithms for palm vein detection but SVM 

algorithm is one of the efficient algorithms for prevailing 

noise and edge detection. The denoising and enhancement 

techniques based on filter which focuses on both noise 

eliminating and edge enhancement. Analytically explained 

the function effectively locates the palm vein speedily by 

using edge detection. SVM approach avoids the challenge 

of dealing with the change of intensities for different NIR 

image slices. Palm vein technology will prove to be 

effective in future in the field of science and technology. 
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